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Abstract

Memory search is a basic level cognitive task that plays an instrumental role in producing many human behaviors. As such, we
have investigated the mental states and mechanisms of human subjects’ analogical memory search in order to effectively model them

in a computational problem solver. Three sets of these mental states and mechanisms seem to be important, regardless of the task
domain. First, subjects use knowledge goals as a filter when looking for relevant experiences in memory. Second, as an additional

retrieval filter, they use a similarity metric that finds a solution in memory whose most important weakest preconditions are satisfied

in the current state. This metric requires the explicit representation of the reasoner’s belief of the relative importance of the

preconditions, and introspection and adjustment of those beliefs through the comparison of actual and expected performance can be

used to improve the memory search. Third, by explicitly representing how much search the reasoner has undertaken and its required
threshold for the exactness of the match for the retrieved memory, it can dynamically adjust its memory search based on the contents

of its knowledge-base.

1. Introduction

In his position paper, Krulwich (Krulwich, 1995) asks

what basic level cognitive tasks and behaviors are carried
out by users that can be effectively modelled. In addition,

he states that there are basic levels of representation of

cognitive phenomena that allow one to make statements

about how some cognitive tasks are carried out, regardless
of their domains and implementations.

In answering Krulwich’s first question, we agree with

Leake (Leake, 1995) that one important cognitive task

central to many reasoning behaviors is that of memory

search. As such, we have addressed Krulwich’s second
point by investigating the basic representation (mental

states) and mechanisms people use to implement this

memory search during analogical reasoning. Our study
revealed three sets of these states and mechanisms that were

important to the task. First, subjects use knowledge goals as

a filter when looking for relevant experiences in memory.

Second, as an additional retrieval filter, they use a similarity
metric that finds a solution in memory whose most

important weakest preconditions are satisfied in the current

state. This metric requires the explicit representation of the

reasoner’s belief of the relative importance of the

preconditions, and introspection and adjustment of those

beliefs through the comparison of actual and expected
performance can be used to improve the memory search.

Third, by explicitly representing how much search the

reasoner has undertaken and its required threshold for the
exactness of the match for the retrieved memory, it can

dynamically adjust its memory search based on the contents
of its knowledge-base. From our studies, these mental

states and mechanisms are, indeed, domain-independent

across several domains in the physical sciences (Hickman 
Larkin, 1990, Hickman & Lovett, 1991, Kennedy,

1995) and allow reasoners to improve their memory search

with experience over time by introspection. Due to space

limitations, we do not give the details of the psychological
studies here but refer the interested reader to the literature

(Hickman & Larkin, 1990, Hickman & Lovett, 1991,

Kennedy, 1995). Instead, we describe the implementation

of these ideas in the internal analogy system (Kennedy,

1995) in order to illustrate the necessary mental states and
mechanisms in more detail and to provide motivation for

their usefulness in other systems.

The next section presents the computational substrate,
RFERMI, for the internal analogy system. Section 3

describes the basic internal analogy algorithm, which uses
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the first set of mental states and mechanisms above to

transfer both success and failure experiences from a

previously solved subgoal that is contained in the same

problem as the current subgoal. This is different from other

techniques that transfer knowledge between two problems
from similar or different domains. Section 4 outlines the

extended internal analogy system that includes the other two

sets of mental states and mechanisms. We conclude with a
discussion of the power, generality, and usefulness of each

of the proposed sets of mental states and mechanisms.

2. The RFERMI Architecture

The internal analogy process is implemented in a problem

solver for the physical sciences named RFERMI, whose

architecture is shown in Figure 1. This system is a rule-

based version of the FERMI system (Larkin et al, 1988) and

is based in part on studies of effective representations and

methods for solving physics problems (Chi, Feltovich, 
Glaser, 1981, Reif & Heller, 1982). Its task domains range

from linear algebra and DC-circuits to fluid statics and

classical mechanics. RFERMI maintains a principled

decomposition of knowledge in order to retain the power of

its domain specific knowledge while utilizing the cross-
domain applicability of its more general knowledge.

RFERMI’s declarative knowledge of scientific principles

is organized in a quantity/object hierarchy which is stored

as frames. The frame system used to implement the

hierarchy is a component of FRulekit (Shell & Carbonell,
1986), a forward chaining production system. Through the

use of inheritance, this hierarchy efficiently stores
knowledge about quantities such as pressure drops, potential

drops, wires, and resistors. The internal analogy algorithm

described in the next section uses this hierarchy to

determine if two subgoals are of the same type (see Figure
2, Step 1).

RFERMI’s procedural knowledge as organized in its

actions hierarchy is of two types. First, domain specific

knowledge is stored in puller frames that are interpreted into

FRulekit rules. These pullers encode equational knowledge,

such as Ohm’s law, and procedures, such as those for

finding the pressure drop between two points in a static

liquid or the electro-magnetic force of a battery. Second,

RFERMI’S more general and widely applicable knowledge,

such as its iterative decomposition procedure and analogy
procedure, constitute its methods. Methods are associated

with generalized quantities so that a quantity inherits access

to a method from superordinate quantities. The

differentiation between methods and pullers is one of

computational complexity: pullers encode procedures for

direct computation, while methods encode more

complicated processes. Together they form the operators of
the system.

Although the system is implemented in a forward

chaining production system, it maintains a backward
chaining control structure via the goal monitor. The space it

searches while solving for an unknown quantity is

structured in a traditional AND-OR manner. When there

are multiple means for pursuing a goal (i.e., pullers and

methods) an OR node is generated, and when a method
spawns a conjunctive set of unmet subgoals (i.e., unknown

quantities) an AND node is generated. RFERMI organizes

its search in a manner combining depth-first and breadth-

first expansion. At OR nodes, it contains heuristic
preferences for using the specific puller knowledge over the

more general methods. This results in a paradigm that

resembles best-first search.

3. The Basic Internal Analogy Algorithm

In the memory search mechanism for the basic internal

analogy process, knowledge of the reasoner’s goals and its

episodic history are needed. This information is recorded

by the trace facility of RFERML While solving a problem,

the system stores the expanded goal tree along with the
status of each goal (succeeded, failed, or pending). For

goals that succeed, the instantiated productions that
achieved the goal are also stored. As shown by the internal

analogy algorithm in Figure 2, when the system begins to
solve a new target subproblem, it checks if it has previously

solved a goal of the same quantity type using its quantity

hierarchy. If so, the most recently solved instance is chosen

as the candidate source, thus, modelling both the gross
similarity metric and the memory search pattern displayed

by the subjects in the psychological study in (Hickman 
Larkin, 1990, Kennedy, 1995). Next, the system tries to

anticipate if the candidate would be a good source by
comparing the amount of relevant knowledge available at

the time the candidate was opened to the amount of relevant

knowledge in the current working memory. If the candidate

source succeeded and no more information was known

about it than is known about the current problem, then it is

chosen as the actual source. Otherwise, it is rejected

because the system had additional knowledge during the

previous problem solving which may have been crucial to
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Figure 1: Architecture of RFERMI.

its success. Without that knowledge, the system may be

unable to recycle the old solution to solve the current target

problem. The failure case is decided in just the opposite

manner. If at least as much information was known about

the failed candidate subgoal as is known about the current
subproblem, the candidate is chosen as the actual source.

Otherwise, it is rejected. This check ensures that RFERMI

does not choose a source that failed because there was less

information available to the problem solver and prematurely

fail the current target as a result. The mapping proceeds
based on the success or failure of the source. If the source

failed, then the processing of the current goal is suspended,

and another goal is explored. If all other problem solving
fails, this goal may be later reopened and explored using

other problem solving methods. If, on the other hand, the

source succeeded, its solution is appropriately reinstantiated

for the current subgoal, and the solution is replayed. Since
this newly solved subgoal is contained in the current

problem, it is also available to the algorithm as a future

candidate source.

Steps 5 and 8 of the algorithm in Figure 2 compare the

amount of relevant information known about a candidate
source goal at the time it was solved with the amount of

relevant information known about the current target goal,

just as the subjects did in (Hickman & Larkin, 1990). This

comparison is carried out in R.FERMI by calculating

something similar to the weakest preconditions for the

candidate source’s solution from the instantiated

productions that compose that solution. As is shown in
Figure 3, this is done by calculating the set of variables in

the left hand sides of the solution’s rules that had known
values when the subgoal was opened. This is the set of

variables that were not established by the right hand side

actions of the instantiated rules that were stored with the
candidate source and are underlined in the example in

Figure 3. We call this the information-content of the

candidate source. The information-content of the current
target goal is computed by calculating the set of these same

variables that have known values in the current working

memory. As can be seen in the success condition of Step 5,

if these preconditions are all satisfied in the current target
problem (information-content(candidate) <= information-

content(target)), then the candidate is chosen as the actual
analogical source. As an example where the candidate

would not be chosen, suppose the candidate source goal is

to find the potential drop between points a and b in a circuit,

and both the resistance and the current between those two

points were known. Now suppose the current target subgoal

is to find the potential drop between points c and d in the
same circuit, and the equation that solved the candidate

source goal was potential-drop = current * resistance. If the

current between c and d were known but the resistance is

not, then the information-content of the candidate source

goal would be greater than that of the target goal (because

the resistance was known in the candidate source goal). As

a result, the candidate would not be chosen as the actual
source.
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1. IF there are untested previously explored subgoals of the same type as target

2. THEN candidate := most recently explored same-type subgoal
3. ELSE fail internal-analogy

4. IF succeeded(candidate)
5. THEN IF information-content(candidate) <= information-content(target)

6. THEN source := candidate & reinstantiate the source solution
to solve the target

7. ELSE tested(source) := TRUE & internal-analogy(target)

8. ELSE IF information-content(candidate) >= information-content(target)

9. THEN source := candidate & suspend(target)

10. ELSE tested(source) := TRUE & internal-analogy(target)

Figure 2: The basic internal analogy algorithm.

Information-Content(Source) Weakest preconditions of the solution stored with the source.

PI: cl, c_~2~

P2: cl ,(~ c5 ->

P3: c6__,,~) > A3~

Information-Content(Target) Information-Content(Source) n Known-values(Working-Memory)

Figure 3: Information-content definition and example with weakest preconditions underlined.

The memory search in the basic internal analogy

algorithm can be viewed as using a form of guided lazy

EBL for retrieval. However, the presence of the target goal
provides guidance as to 1) what to learn and 2)what amount

of generalization to perform. In essence, it provides a more

advanced way of accomplishing purpose-directed mapping

(Adelson, 1990, Kedar, 1985).

If the candidate is chosen as the actual source, then Step 6
of Figure 2 appropriately maps its solution by instantiating

the productions that solved it in the current working

memory and replaying them to solve the current subgoal.

We call this operator-driven mapping, and it answers the

following important question: how does one identify the

salient structure to map? We operationally define the

salient structure to be the weakest preconditions of the
operators that solved the source subgoal.

If the failed candidate is chosen as the actual source in

Step 9, then the processing of the current goal is suspended,

and an alternative goal is explored. If all other problem

solving fails, this goal may be later reopened and explored

using RFERMI’S other general but more expensive problem
solving methods. In this case, internal analogy is providing

a heuristic preference for trying the current subgoal and its
associated solution methodology last. In the failure case,

the information-content comparison ensures that the
problem solver does not choose a source problem that it

knew less about and prematurely fail the current subgoal

based on that experience.

4. Using and Learning Deviation Weights
and Thresholds to Improve Memory Search

The process as presented in the last section retrieved
source goals from memory that varied from the current goal

only in the problems’ parameters. However, consider the

case where in the initial state of the candidate source, only

one variable had a known value which is not known in the

current state. In that case, we may want internal analogy to
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apply the source solution until the value of the unknown

variable is needed. At that point, it could recursively use

the problem solver’s operators (which include internal
analogy) to find the value of the unknown variable and then

apply the remainder of the source solution. This would

afford internal analogy a way of transferring compiled

solutions at the correct level of granularity to achieve
maximal efficiency. In order to extend the basic internal

analogy process in this way, we need only to augment the

mental state and mechanisms of the algorithm presented in

the previous section.

The two components of the memory retrieval metric of
the basic system are the comparisons of 1) the goal types

and 2) the information-contents of the source and target

goals. We first extend the basic match by expanding our
definition of compatible information-contents. This is done

by explicitly representing the information about
preconditions’ relative importance for matching in the form

of two deviation weights for each operator precondition.

The purpose of these weights is to reflect how closely the
weakest preconditions contained in the source information-

content are required to match the target, and this

requirement is based on how much work it will require to

reestablish the missing information via problem solving.
The first one of these weights denotes how deviant it is for

an information-content precondition to be totally absent

from the current working memory. The second weight

denotes how deviant it is for this precondition to be filled by

the same type working memory element instead of by the
exact same working memory element. To compute the

deviance between the candidate source and target subgoals,

we combine the solution’s deviation weights, using the least

deviant instantiation of the target information-content.

Comparing the relative deviance of all the candidate

sources, internal analogy can now perform a least-deviant-

first search over its memory to find the best candidate

source to choose as the actual source. The lower the total
deviance of the source, the less adaptation that will be

required. To attempt to prevent the system from performing

analogies that would be more costly than finding a different
solution in the base-space of operators, we employ a

deviation threshold that determines the acceptability of the

best candidate based on its level of match. The augmented

internal analogy algorithm using the deviation weights and

least-deviant-first search is given in Figure 4. Lines 1-2

examine the next candidate source. Lines 3-6 execute in the

case where there are no more source candidates and the best

match is good enough. In that case, internal analogy
reinstantiates and replays the source solution and recurses

on the mismatched preconditions to perform the appropriate

adaptations. In Lines 7-9 of the algorithm, if all the weakest

preconditions of the successful candidate source are met,
then it is reinstantiated and replayed directly to solve the

target problem. Otherwise, in Lines 10-13, the current best
source is updated and the memory search continues. Lines

14-16 deliniate a similar procedure for the case where the
candidate source failed.

With the partial match information explicitly represented,

we can now extend the functionality of the system to

introspect on its memory search process in order to refine it

and learn the correct circumstances under which solutions
should transfer. Alternatively, one can view this as learning

the correct notion of partial match for the domain, where

correct denotes the definition that will require the least work

to adapt the retrieved solutions for the current task. As
Leake (Leake, 1995) puts it, this learning is accomplished

by the system as it compares its expected performance to its
actual performance and tunes the deviation measures

accordingly. If the actual analogical reasoning required

more adaptation for the retrieved solution than the system

expects from its original deviance measure, then each of the
contributing deviation weights are incremented. In the

converse situation, they are decremented. In summary, not

only do these deviation measures provide the system with a

method for choosing the best source, they provide a way of

learning the definition of "best" for any given domain.

Another mechanism the system uses to improve its

memory search is tuning the deviation threshold according

to how much search the problem solver has already

undertaken. It is relaxed or lowered as the amount of search
increases, thus, allowing the system to use either analogy or

its other operators to solve the current problem, based on its

expectations of which would be the most efficient. As a
result, the threshold encodes meta-knowledge about the

state of the reasoner’s search as well as the content of its
knowledge base. As the introspection "tunes" the deviation

and threshold measures, it refines the memory search for the

best source, allowing the problem solver to become more
efficient. Thus, internal analogy finds increasingly better

analogical sources by a smarter search through memory

instead of by a constant reorganization of it. At this time,

we should note that the mechanisms presented in this

section were used to model a set of data taken from subjects

solving problems in the geometry theorem proving domain
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1. IF there are untested previously explored subgoals of the same type as target

2. THEN candidate := most recently explored same-type subgoal
3. ELSEIF deviation(best) <= threshold
4. THEN reinstantiate best solution

5. IA(information-content (best) \ information-content (target))

6. ELSE fail internal analogy

7. IF succeeded(candidate)

°

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14

15.

16.

THEN IF information-content(candidate) <= information-content(target)

THEN source := candidate & reinstantiate the source solution

to solve the target

ELSE tested(candidate) := TRUE

IF deviation(candidate) < deviation(best)
THEN best := candidate
internal-analogy (target)

ELSE IF information-content(candidate) >= information-content(target)

THEN source := candidate & suspend(target)

ELSE tested(source) := TRUE & internal-analogy(target)

Figure 4: The extended internal analogy algorithm using deviation weights and threshold.

(Hickman & Lovett, 1991).

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown how the explicit

representation of three types of cognitive knowledge and

their associated processes facilitate a domain-independent

introspection mechanism to improve memory search. First,

the knowledge goals inform the reasoner about which
episodic histories may be relevant. Second, the deviation

weights combined with the least-deviant-first search provide

a way to compare the expected and the actual performance

of the reasoner and allow it to refine its memory search to
chose analogical sources that require less adaptation. Third,

the deviance threshold provides the system with a way of

using meta-knowledge about its own search process to

adjust its memory search and learn more about the content

of its knowledge base. All three of these sets of mental
states and mechanisms provide the reasoner with effective

information invariant of the task, domain, or

implementation and, thus, should be useful to a wide variety

of systems. The paradigm is not unique to problem solving.

Its techniques can be applied to other artifacts, such as plans

and program modules, whose weakest preconditions can be
articulated or computed.
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